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The rapid expansion of DeFi has been nothing short 
of extraordinary. Users of DeFi platforms enjoy the 
concept of being their own bank, approving their 
own collateralized loans, trading without a trusted 
3rd party, and most importantly, being custodians of 
their own assets. 

But there are still gaps in market efficiency. With 
literally thousands of assets to trade, dozens of smart 
contract platforms to trade them on, and hundreds 
of automated market makers (AMM’s), liquidity can 
become critically fractured. This creates a trading 
environment where excessive slippage, front-
running, and impact on low-liquidity markets are just 
chalked up to the cost of doing business at scale. 
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DEXPOOLS is a decentralized, peer to peer (P2P) OTC 
DeFi platform. Individual buyers and sellers are able 
to create trade offers bound to specific wallets and 
execute a trade via  smart contracts. There is no need 
for an escrow custodian or any trusted third party in 
the process. 

Both buyers and sellers can set up swaps with literally 
zero slippage or impact on low liquidity markets. The 
only cost to use the platform is a low transaction fee 
for both trading parties vs the high slippage seen on 
most DEXs which can at times exceed 20-30%.

In short:
Traders can set up secure swaps with their contacts or 
list their offer in the open market, with zero slippage or 
front-running, all via a trustless, escrow-less protocol.  

We make it a seamless experience to:

Securely swap peer-to-peer with any ERC20 tokens 
with your network or in the open market 

Access open markets with thousands of token pairs

Swap across 5+ major chains (2022)

Utilize the Dexpools Aggregator for best-of-class 
automated swapping (2022)
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Addressing the Pain Points 
of Slippage, Front-running, 
and Uncertainty

DEXPOOLS

Decentralized, Trustless, OTC Platform for DeFi Swaps

The World of DeFi
DeFi has been a concept since the early days of Ethereum, but there was not a mature ecosystem until 2020. In less than 
18 months, the total value locked (TVL) in all of DeFi has grown from less than $1 Billion to $177 Billion.

With thousands of listed assets to trade, dozens of smart contract platforms to trade them on, and hundreds of 
automated market makers (AMM’s) liquidity can become critically fractured. Trading via both CEXes and DEXes often 
results in varying degrees of slippage loss and opportunities to be front-run. Issues are compounded when trading large 
volumes of tokens or if exchanges have low liquidity (especially prevalent with new currencies). 

This is clearly a pain point for many different players in the cryptocurrency ecosystem.
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Low liquidity, slippage, and front-running
impacts the entire ecosystem  

Traders swapping larger volumes 
of high liquidity token pairs
CEXes and DEXes can cause traders to incur large slippage losses if they desire to trade larger volumes 
of popular tokens or if they are on either side of transactions involving tokens with lower liquidity. 
Larger transactions also run the risk of being attacked by front-runners, resulting in less favorable 
traders or unfilled orders. CEXes with larger liquidity offerings also carry significant cons: high fees, 
lack of swapping options/liquidity for new currencies, KYC requirements, centralization, and lack of 
custody.

Novel project development teams 
and early ICO/IDO investors
Often paid in their own projects tokens, these innovators are often faced with the following dilemma; 
do they cash out and make life changing money while simultaneously harming their project and 
investor community, or do nothing and potentially miss profit opportunities.

Traders interested in ICO/IDOs 
or less popular tokens
The exclusivity of ICOs/IDOs and tentativeness of project teams when it comes to selling their 
currencies at low liquidities means traders miss out on unique opportunities to be involved with the 
cryptocurrency ecosystem.

DEXPOOLS

Decentralized, Trustless, OTC Platform for DeFi Swaps
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Decentralized, Trustless, OTC Platform for DeFi Swaps

DEXPOOLS

DEXPOOLS

Slippage Simulations via Popular DEXs
A few simulations with big trades on Uniswap, one of the premiere decentralized exchanges. The trade 
show impact on a larger cap token with high liquidity and the detrimental impact of larger swaps on 
lower liquidity markets.

Selling Larger Cap Token: $BAT
Market cap of around $1,048,141,875 at the time of writing, ranked #101 on CoinGecko.

  Selling 1,000 BAT             Selling 1,000,000 BAT 

The seller would have lost $242,464 due to slippage.
Using Dexpools, the seller would have only had a fee of $7047.

Using

The seller would have only had a fee of

$ 7047
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Decentralized, Trustless, OTC Platform for DeFi Swaps

DEXPOOLS

Buying Small Cap / Low Liquidity Token: Everest ($ID)
Market cap of around $35,768,395 at the time of writing, ranked #737 on CoinGecko.

ID price at the time of simulation: 1 ID = 0.3048 USDC

The buyer would have received only 750,972 ID tokens due to slippage, instead of 974,409

by using

difference of

223,437 ID tokens or -23.8% impact

DEXPOOLS
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DEXPOOLS

Decentralized, Trustless, OTC Platform for DeFi Swaps

Selling Low Market Cap and Liquidity Token: $BONDLY

Market cap of around $13,110,29 at the time of writing, ranked #988 on CoinGecko. Severe slippage 
and impact on the overall $BONDLY market - especially for investors seeking higher volume trades.

     Selling 1,000 BONDLY                     Selling 1,000,000 BONDLY

What should have been $686,631 ends up being $225,353 and the price of the token suffers a 67% 
loss. All holders suffer, and the project founder loses $456,782.

With Dexpools, the fee is only $6866

A savings of

$ 439,915
 for simply using Dexpools instead of an AMM, and 

the market is protected from volatility.
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Trading Small Market Cap 
Alt Token: $APED

$APED is a DAO token used to 
determine ownership of a popular NFT 
derivative (Bored Apes Yacht Club). 
Owners trying to offload value or 
new members attempting to purchase 
even low amounts of $APED run into 
slippage issues. Normal retail investors 
trying to get access to post-IDO or ICO 
offerings also encounter this issue.

Trading for just $10,000 USD of ETH 
for ~1,190 APED tokens results in at 
least a 10% loss for the trader - with 
slippage compounding rapidly past the 
example swap volume.

DEXPOOLS

Decentralized, Trustless, OTC Platform for DeFi Swaps
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No slippage due to spreads, no front-running, no impacting low liquidity markets. 

Traders can swap for any token on supported networks in a simple, secure peer-to-peer marketplace.

Swaps are executed via smart contracts - there is no need for an escrow custodian or any trusted third 
party in the process. Fee structure is simple and ranges from a .1% to 1.5% transaction fee for maker 
and taker depending on type of token.

A Seamless Experience
Connect and go
Dexpool users just need to link a valid wallet (Metamask, Wallet Connect, etc) in order to ‘log in’. A 
simple account w/ optional name is linked to the wallet. Users can immediately see the marketplace by 
chain with all public swap requests and start a swap request.

DEXPOOLS

Enter Dexpools,
the Premium Peer-to-Peer OTC 
Trading Platform

Decentralized, Trustless, OTC Platform for DeFi Swaps
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No friction 
contract 
creation
Setting up a swap just requires 
one user to create a swap 
offer and share the offer link 
with their network. Open 
swap offers are also listed in 
the marketplace if labeled as a 
public offer.

Easy, secure 
swap execution
A smart contract is created, 
eligible for a set time period. If 
both parties deposit the required 
token, the smart contract is 
locked, allowing for both parties 
to withdraw their swapped token. 
Our exchange process is trustless 
and assumes no escrow of user 
tokens. 

Trade anywhere you want, all in one place 
Our roadmap includes implementation of cross-chain swapping, both by utilizing a Dexpools Aggregator 
and P2P.  Dexpools will become a one stop shop across chains, enabling users to swap liquidity anytime, 
anywhere.

DEXPOOLS

Decentralized, Trustless, OTC Platform for DeFi Swaps
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1. OTC swap request      

 A trader posts an OTC swap request on any supported chain (ex: “I want to trade 2.3 ETH against 
6K USDC”)

 The smart contract is created

2. OTC trade agreement       

The OTC trade is agreed upon when both parties deposit their side of the swap inside a set time 
window. 

For example:

 A second trader deposits 6K USDC in response to the OTC swap request

 The first trader deposits 2.3 ETH

 If both parties don’t deposit on time, the OTC trade is cancelled and any trader that deposited their 
funds can withdraw it back.

DEXPOOLS

The Dexpools OTC swap

Decentralized, Trustless, OTC Platform for DeFi Swaps

Post an offer

Deposits

Deposits

6
hours

OTC Offer:
      2.3 ETH for        6K USDC

Trader 1

Trader 1

Trader 1

Trader 2

Trader 2

Agrees on the offer

Withdraw

Trader 1

Trader 2

2.3 ETH

2.3 ETH

6K USDC

6K USDC

Withdraw

Post an offer

Deposits

Deposits

6
hours

OTC Offer:
      2.3 ETH for        6K USDC

Trader 1

Trader 1

Trader 1

Trader 2

Trader 2

Agrees on the offer

Withdraw

Trader 1

Trader 2

2.3 ETH

2.3 ETH

6K USDC

6K USDC

Withdraw
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DEXPOOLS

Decentralized, Trustless, OTC Platform for DeFi Swaps

3. OTC swap execution       

Both parties can withdraw their side of the exchanged tokens at any time once the OTC trade request 
has been agreed upon successfully.

 The 1st trader can withdraw 6k USDC, minus 1% as commission to Dexpools

 The 2nd trader can withdraw 2.3 ETH, minus 1% as commission to Dexpools

Post an offer

Deposits

Deposits

6
hours

OTC Offer:
      2.3 ETH for        6K USDC

Trader 1

Trader 1

Trader 1

Trader 2

Trader 2

Agrees on the offer

Withdraw

Trader 1

Trader 2

2.3 ETH

2.3 ETH

6K USDC

6K USDC

Withdraw
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DEXPOOLS ecosystem 
Supported chains
Dexpools will launch with support for Avalanche, Moonriver, and Ethereum, shortly followed by 
Polygon, Binance Smart Chain, and FTM. Additional chains to be launched quarterly with cross-chain 
support as a future roadmap item.

Platform architecture
The Dexpool ecosystem gives traders a secure, trustless OTC experience that includes support for 
multiple chains, DAO features, and flexible source code that allows for significant infrastructure and 
experience enhancements.

Exchange13 1

2

3

4

5

Dex TeamDAO

DXP

Smart Contract Service

Governance Model

Roadmap5

2

4

Exchange model

Chain integrations

Wallet syncing

DXP generation

DAO and governance

DEXPOOLS

Decentralized, Trustless, OTC Platform for DeFi Swaps
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Value for Dexpool stakeholders comes via transaction fees and ownership of DXP tokens. 

Fee Structure and Projections
The Dexpools transaction service allows for a standard platform fee and custom fees for any token 
pair.

In phase 1, fees will be taken from both sides of a trade via the token pair traded (swapping $UNI for 
$ETH will incur a $UNI fee and $ETH fee). 

Our projections below rely on a few assumptions:
  We can obtain a miniscule fraction of the volume from major chain providers ($30+ billion per 

month by just Uniswap as of Jan 2021)
  Exponential growth due to additional chain support and marketing (including low initial fees)
  Additional key features will be released including launch of a traditional DEX swapping platform 

and integrations between our P2P product and automated exchange

Revenue Architecture 
and DXP token utility

DEXPOOLS

Decentralized, Trustless, OTC Platform for DeFi Swaps

Time Frame Swap Volume % Fees Average Fee Value

Q4 2021 $10 mil 2% $200k

Q1 2022 $50 mil 1.5% $750k

Q2 2022 $150 mil 1.50% $2.25 mil

2023 $5 bil 1.50% $75 mil

2025 $50 bil 1.50% $750 mil

Rewards (Available on MVP release)
 Airdrop of platform rewards on a set schedule 

based on the amount of $DXP staked or 
provisioned in select liquidity pools.

Advanced Features (Q2)
 $DXP stakers will have access to the beta 

network and premium features including 
advanced community management, featured 
offers, reduction in fees, etc.

Feature Unlocks (Q3)
 Obtain whitelists for GameFi projects, NFT 

launches, and launchpad partner projects.

DAO governance (Q4)
 Rolling out late 2022.

DXP Token Utility
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Tokenomics
The DXP token is a community token within the Dexpool´s DAO ecosystem. DXP token holders will 
interact and contribute to DAO governance, and in return may be eligible for rewards generated by 
the Dexpool transactions from end user trades.

Total supply will be 100 million tokens to allocate with the following shares:

Token Allocation and Details

DEXPOOLS

IDO

1.00%

Private Sale

3.00%

DEX Liquidity

5.00%

Advisors

3.00%

Copperlaunch

6.00%

Network
Growth Fund

20.00%

Community
Incentives

22.00%

Seed

3.00%

Recruiting and
Team Growth

11.00%

Core Team

9.00%

Market
Maker Allocation

6.00%

Marketing
Activities

11.00%

DXP
token

allocation

Decentralized, Trustless, OTC Platform for DeFi Swaps

Allocation Vesting and Other Details

Community Incentives 22.00%
Limited to 3% unlock for first 6 months after TGE, adjusting past 6 months based on performance. 
Reserved for single-sided staking and rewards emissions from pools. 

Network Growth Fund 20.00%
1 month cliff from TGE, 4% unlocked linearly over 12 months. partnerships and developer incentives to 
build on top of any Dexpools open source initiatives.

Marketing Activities 11.00%
Limited to 2.5% unlock for first 12 months after TGE. Reserved for marketing rewards including airdrops, 
distributions via KOL partnerships, and co-marketing efforts with partners. 

Recruiting and Team Growth 11.00%
Reserved as incentives for recruiting top engineers, designers, product managers, and executives – any 
new contract will include a 6 month cliff from hire date and a minimum vesting period of 24 months.

Core Team 9.00% 6 month cliff with linear vesting for 36 months.

Market Maker Allocation 6.00% Lent to Wintermute for market making activities.

DEX Liquidity 5.00% Liquidity provided to DEXs on supported chains including Ethereum, Avalanche, and Moonriver. 

Advisors 3.00% 6 month cliff with linear vesting for 18 months.

Copperlaunch 6.00%
Unlocked at TGE, expecting 50-60% purchased, remaining amount to be reallocated back to community 
incentives.

IDO 1.00% 25% unlocked after Copperlaunch event, linear vesting for 6 months.

Private Sale 3.00% 10% unlocked after Copperlaunch event, 3 month cliff, linear vesting for 12 months. 

Seed 3.00% 10% unlocked after Copperlaunch event, 3 month cliff, linear vesting for 12 months. 

Sum 100.00%

Total Tokens 100,000,000
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2023

Cross-Chain Support

DAO Governance

Liquidity Aggregator
Broker Support Tools

DEX Integrations

2022
Q3 + Q4

2021 Q4

2022
Q1 + Q2

Closed Beta

IDO and MVP Launch

Open Beta

NFT Swapping
Limit Orders

Fantom, Metis, OEC, other
chain support

Infinite Potential

Roadmap
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Dexpools Ecosystem
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Chain Support

Phase 1
Complete

Phase 2
Q1 - Q2

Phase 3
Q2 -Q3
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